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1. Introduction
This document describes how to program a U-Boot
image into an eMMC/SD card using CodeWarrior for
QorIQ LS series for ARM v7 ISA.
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This document provides:
•

Introduction to eMMC/SD card architecture

•

Steps to program a U-Boot image into an
eMMC/SD card for board recovery
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Introduction to eMMC/SD card architecture

2. Introduction to eMMC/SD card architecture
The eMMC/SD card uses the notion of blocks, not addresses. One block has 512 bits. The CodeWarrior
flash programmer only allows addresses, it means, to write a U-Boot image into an eMMC/SD card, you
need to compute the address by multiplying the number of the block with 512 and converting the result
into hexadecimal.
For
more
information,
see
(CW_ARMv7_Targeting_Manual).

CodeWarrior

for

ARMv7

Targeting

Manual

3. Programming a U-Boot image into an eMMC/SD card
To program a U-Boot image into an eMMC/SD card using CodeWarrior flash programmer, perform
these steps:
1. Create a CodeWarrior for ARMv7 bareboard project.
2. Choose Run > Debug from the CodeWarrior IDE menu bar to start a new debug session.
3. Choose Window > Show View > Other from the CodeWarrior IDE menu bar. The Show View
dialog appears.
4. Choose Debug > Target Tasks and click OK. The Show View dialog closes and the Target
Tasks view appears.
5. Import the eMMC/SD card task using the Target Tasks view, as shown in the figure below.
Figure 1. Target Tasks view

6. Click the Edit Task Configuration icon in the Target Tasks view. The ARM Flash
Programmer Task editor window appears.
7. Choose Program/Verify Action from the Add Action menu (see figure below). The Add
Program / Verify Action dialog appears.
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Programming a U-Boot image into an eMMC/SD card
Figure 2. ARM Flash Programmer Task editor window

8. In the Add Program / Verify Action dialog, specify the path to U-Boot image, select the Erase
sectors before program and Apply Address Offset checkboxes, and set the address offset, as
shown in the figure below.
Figure 3. Add Program / Verify Action dialog

NOTE

The address offset is computed by multiplying the number of the block with 512 and
converting the result into hexadecimal.
The U-Boot image for LS1 targets is written from block 8. In this case, the address
offset will be:
, which means
in hexadecimal.

9. Click Add Program Action, and then click Done to close the Add Program / Verify Action
dialog.
10. Ensure that a valid eMMC/SD card is available on the board, and execute the target task, as
shown in the figure below.
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Board recovery
Figure 4. Executing target task

After the target task is executed, U-Boot will be ready to boot (see figure below).
Figure 5. Output window

4. Board recovery
This section explains how to perform board recovery. The section is divided into the following
subsections:
•

RCW/U-Boot recovery

•

Complete board recovery

4.1. RCW/U-Boot recovery
If eMMC/SD card boot is the only boot option available for the board, then you should use the
CodeWarrior reset configuration word (RCW) override feature to recover the board.
Perform these steps to recover the board:
1. Create a CodeWarrior for ARMv7 bareboard project. If the double data rate (DDR) memory is
not functional, then create the project by selecting Download OCRAM as the launch
configuration.
2. Choose Run > Debug Configurations from the CodeWarrior IDE menu bar. The Debug
Configurations dialog appears.
3. Click Edit next to the Connection menu in the Target Settings panel. The Properties for
<connection launch configuration> window appears.
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4. Click Edit next to the Target menu. The Properties for <connection launch configuration>
Target window appears.
5. Specify a JTAG configuration file for RCW override in the Target type menu by clicking the
Edit button next to this menu, as shown in the figure below.
Figure 6. Selecting JTAG configuration file for RCW override

NOTE

The JTAG configuration file for RCW override contains valid values for RCW
registers and it allows CodeWarrior to connect to the board.

6. Select OCRAM file as the initialization file for the new target type on the Initialization page.
7. Select memory initialization file for the target type on the Memory page.
8. Click OK to close the Properties for <connection launch configuration> Target window.
9. Click OK to close the Properties for <connection launch configuration> window.
10. Click Debug in the Debug Configurations dialog to debug the project.
11. Open the flash programmer target task in the ARM Flash Programmer Task editor window and
change the running address of the algorithm with the OCRAM address of the processor, as
shown in the figure below.
NOTE

Using OCRAM address for flash programmer algorithm enables the internal buffer
of the eSDHC controller. However, this reduces the performance as direct memory
access (DMA) is not used in this mode.
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Board recovery
Figure 7. Changing flash programmer algorithm address

12. Execute the target task.
After the eMMC/SD card has been programmed successfully with the U-Boot image, the board is
recovered and is ready for use.

4.2. Complete board recovery
One of the major problems in board production is that eMMC is not removable and sometimes serial and
network interfaces are not available. For such as a situation, this section provides a solution to perform
complete board recovery, including U-Boot, U-Boot environment, kernel, device tree, and rootfs.
To create a complete board image, including U-Boot, U-Boot environment, kernel, device tree, and
rootfs, perform these steps:
1. On a Linux host, create a temporary file on a hard disk with the capacity of the eMMC device.

NOTE

File size is calculated using block size, which is 512 bytes multiplied by the count.
For the current example, a temporary file of 100 MB size was created.

2. Associate a loop device with the temporary file.
3. Partition the loop device, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 8. Partitioning loop device

NOTE

For loop 0, first sector will be 2304 because up to this sector, U-Boot and U-Boot
environment will be placed.
If after writing table to disk and exiting, you get a warning “Re-reading the partition
table failed with error 22: Invalid argument”, then run the
command on
the partition created (
).

4. Format the loop device, as shown in the figure below.
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Board recovery
Figure 9. Formatting loop device

5. Copy U-Boot and U-Boot environment into the loop device.

NOTE

Ensure that the first eight sectors from loop 0 are skipped; otherwise the partition
table will be overwritten by U-Boot.

6. Mount the loop device partition and untar rootfs into it.
7. Copy kernel image and device tree into the
folder, as shown in the figure below.
Figure 10. Copying kernel image and device tree

8. Create a clone of the loop device.
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Figure 11. Creating a clone of loop device

9. Use flash programmer to flash the clone into eMMC. You are recommended not to specify any
offset so that the entire device, starting from the first address, is programmed. See RCW/U-Boot
recovery for more details on using flash programmer.
NOTE

Programming large images using flash programmer may take several hours.
Therefore, the procedure described in this section should be used as the last option
for board recovery.
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